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Background

MANDATE
To promote and influence the formulation and delivery of South
African policy relevant to science, engineering, technology, and
innovation (SETI) stakeholders and in the national interest.

STAKEHOLDERS
The NSTF is a broadly representative stakeholder body for all
organisations with an interest in SETI, and the largest and most
representative stakeholder body of its kind. The NSTF represents more
than one hundred such organisations, councils and institutions, spanning
both the private and public sectors. The individual representatives
of member organisations include researchers (in various disciplines),
scientists, engineers (in all branches of engineering), entrepreneurs,
business people, technologists, technicians, teachers, administrators
and academics. As such, the NSTF represents a formidable gathering
of expertise and experience.

Members gather, participate and contribute under the following
sectors:
• Science councils and statutory bodies;
• Small, medium and large businesses and state owned enterprises;
• Civil society and labour sector;
• Higher education sector;
• Government sector; and
• Professional bodies and learned societies – represented by the
Professionals in Science, Engineering and Technology (proSET).

BUSINESS
The NSTF acts as a consultative forum and watchdog that seeks to
influence SETI policy formulation and delivery in South Africa. We
promote networking and debate current SETI issues, and engage
with government on SETI-related policy. All projects are typically
collaborative in nature and national in their reach.

NATIONAL FOOTPRINT
In addition to the hundreds of people who attend NSTF workshops
throughout the country and those that have been recognised by the
NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards, the NSTF has touched the lives of many
young South Africans in the review period as illustrated.

Province
Eastern Cape
Free State
Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
North West
Northern Cape
Western Cape

Young Science
Graduate
Programme
(YSGP)
12
0
50
3
24
0
0
0
2
91

Brilliants
Programme,
Incentive
per year –
Bursary Scheme,
recognising the 2012 – provides
top matriculants bursaries to SETI
in science and
undergraduate
mathematics
students
2
0
2
2
2
19
2
2
2
1
4
1
2
0
3
0
2
10
21
35

Notes:
• The YSGP figures are for the provinces where the participants graduated.
• The Brilliants figures are for the provinces where the awardees matriculated.
• The Incentive Bursary figures are for the provinces where the bursary students are studying.
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LEGAL STATUS
The National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) is a registered
non-profit company (NPC) with registration number 2007/029165/08
and is recorded on the register of non-profit organisations (NPOs),
No. 92042, of the Department of Social Development, in compliance
with the NPO Act, No. 71 of 1997.
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Message from the Chairperson
The whole world has been affected by the economic collapse. We are seeing some
indications of improvements in many countries. Against this backdrop it is exciting to hear
that “Africa is rising”. This statement echoed around the continent as the African Union
celebrated its 50th Anniversary. As a country and a continent we have much to celebrate,
but it is important not only to look back but also to look forward. We need to plan for the
next 50 years and even beyond that. There is no question that for Africa and South Africa
to prosper, we will need scientists, technologists and engineers. The NSTF provides a forum
for everyone who has an interest in science, engineering and technology (SET) to have a
voice and we all need to have a voice in our future.
The NSTF has had a busy year. Apart from the awards dinner, the highlights have been the
first proSET President’s Forum and the International Conference on Indigenous Knowledge
Systems (IKS) in collaboration with the Department of Science and Technology (DST) in
April 2013. The latter was held in Gauteng and was attended by more than 200 delegates.
My position as chairperson of the NSTF has come to an end after an exciting six years. This
is thus the last time that I will have the pleasure of writing the introduction to the annual
report. I have thoroughly enjoyed leading the NSTF and am most grateful to the many
people who have supported me in this role. Thank you for your support and please join me
in welcoming Prof. Muhammad Ali Dhansay as the new chairman of the NSTF.
I wish you a happy and productive last few months of 2013. Together with the NSTF Executive,
I am always happy to hear from members and to have your suggestions that might improve
this important organisation. Thank you for your support and best wishes.
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Prof. Brenda Wingfield
Outgoing Chairperson
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Executive Director’s Report
During 2012/13, the NSTF continued with projects in line with its 2008–2012 Strategic Plan.
The activities were focused around a series of workshops with NSTF members on relevant
issues in SET, the annual NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards processes, and youth outreach initiatives.
These activities keep the office very busy, but the organisation itself and its systems need to
be constantly improved and maintained as well. The database of members and subscribers
is continuously updated; e-newsletters go out to approximately 7 000 contacts twice a
month; while the website continues to play an important role in providing information
and facilitating communication. The e-newsletters, particularly the NASTEF, are filled with
news on events, policy developments and interesting happenings in the SETI community.
We have sought ways to encourage new membership, and have successfully invited specific
organisations to join and collaborate in the NSTF’s ongoing efforts to have a positive impact
on the SETI environment, SETI-related policies and addressing problems in the skills “pipeline”.

WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS
Science Communication and Media Training
A two and a half day training session was provided for 13 officials of the Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) from 3–5 December 2012. This was the first of
its kind after DAFF approached the NSTF to request personalised training for their officials.
The course consisted of the following components:
• Written Communications – Matching the means with the written message;
• Verbal Communication Skills for Professionals – Presentation skills;
• Writing Science Stories;
• Science Communication and the Media; and
• Interviewing Skills – Practical session.
All sessions were highly rated by participants, with the one general criticism being that the
time allocated for the training was insufficient. Individual comments included the following:
“Impressed with the sessions and have learnt a lot”; “The training was informative”; and
“Well organised. Thank you!!!”

2013 International Conference on Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS)

The conference brought together experts, academics, policy makers, government officials,
and civil organisations to deliberate on how IKS, within the science and technology spectrum,
can be used to the advantage of indigenous and local communities where indigenous
knowledge is largely practiced. The conference addressed the following topics:
• Using national, regional and international instruments for the promotion and protection
of IKS;
• Using technology for innovation and entrepreneurship;
• Developing a system of accreditation and certification for knowledge holders; and
• Challenges and opportunities for IKS in the education system.
Abstracts of papers to be presented were called for, and received through the NSTF office,
for consideration by the DST and NWU, which took responsibility for the presentations and
programme.
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The 2013 International Conference on IKS, in collaboration with the DST and the
North-West University (NWU), was held from 17–20 April 2013 in Gauteng, focusing on
the value of indigenous knowledge in the 21st century. The NSTF assisted with logistics
and communication, as notices of the event were publicised through our office and using
our emailing database.
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
PLENARY AND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS
One of the key strategic objectives of the NSTF is to influence and catalyse quality delivery of SETI policies. The
NSTF Plenary meetings are just one type of high-level platform among many others that provide constructive
interaction and discussion with government and stakeholders on key priority areas of concern to the SETI
community. The Plenary Meetings are open Forums, not only accessible to member representatives, but to the
community at large, providing engagement with government officials and key role players at a senior level.
Delegates have a chance to pose questions and discuss the implications and comment on the focus points.
Such meetings are also an opportunity for the SETI community to be updated on the intentions of government
and major stakeholders, and to feed their collective knowledge, insights, and opinions based on experience,
into national processes.

42nd Plenary
The 42nd Plenary Meeting was held on 12 October 2012 in Gauteng, and focused on the DST’s Ministerial Review
Committee report on the readiness of the National System of Innovation (NSI) to meet the needs of the country.
The speakers were Dr Phil Mjwara, Director General of the DST, and Dr Neville Comins, founding CEO of the
Innovation Hub. Both presentations were published on the NSTF website.
A Media release was published on 15 October 2012, which reads as follows:
Report on National System of Innovation (NSI) Scrutinised
The report drafted by a Ministerial Committee to review South Africa’s science, technology and innovation
landscape and its readiness to meet the needs of the country came under scrutiny at a meeting of the National
Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) on Friday.
Dr Phil Mjwara, Director General of the DST, presented an overview of the report and its recommendations,
followed by a critical analysis of the report, presented by Dr Neville Comins.
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Mjwara pointed out that the purpose of the study was to assess the degree to which the country is well
positioned to respond rapidly to a changing global context and meet the needs of the country in the coming
ten to thirty years.
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Regarding governance of the NSI, Mjwara said the study identified a lack of common understanding across
government departments and poor inter-governmental co-ordination and co-operation as weaknesses. “The
report also cites the limited role of the National Advisory Council on Innovation (NACI) and low systemic ‘NSIcoherence’ between government, business, higher education and civil society as serious concerns,” he said.
To address these concerns, the report suggests the establishment of a compact statutory National Council on
Research and Innovation (NCRI), chaired by the Deputy President of the country. In addition, it recommends
the establishment of a Unitary Research and Innovation Vote, the transformation of the NACI into a new
statutory Office for Research and Innovation Policy (ORIP), and a review and integration of the science council
and government science and technology services systems.
“ORIP should be a centralised facility, serving as a repository of evaluation information on the NSI, and an expert
site for its distillation and distribution to inform strategy and steerage at the highest levels,” Mjwara explained.
The report includes a number of recommendations aimed at creating an enabling environment for the NSI,
including the suggestion that “systematic efforts should be made to bring industry and government closer
together, and to strengthen the response of the system to demand signals from business and industry, on
the one hand, and social spheres, on the other”. It also states that an explicit strategy should be developed
for the advancement of social innovation within the NSI.

The report also assesses the financing of the NSI and makes the following recommendations: increase
public resourcing of higher-education research and development (R&D), using performance as key criterion;
encourage and incentivise business/industry to increase its R&D expenditure; and expand the incentive
schemes offered by the Department of Trade and Industry, the Technology Innovation Agency and the DST.
In addition, government departments should be encouraged to improve service delivery through research,
development and innovation.
Mjwara said an internal working committee has been set up to consider the report and its recommendations.
“This committee manages and processes public comments, and formulates advice. Once a draft implementation
plan has been developed, we will return to Cabinet,” he concluded.
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Recommendations concerning the human capital and infrastructure elements of the NSI include the
establishment of a National Advisory Panel on Cyber-infrastructure, and the development of a well-resourced
and sustained programme of action in all areas of human capital. Mjwara identified a potentially contentious
area in this regard: the report’s suggestion that teaching at all levels should be declared an essential public
service within labour and other legislation.
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
Review of the Report
Dr Neville Comins undertook a review of the report and pointed out at the start that he was being “deliberately
provocative” in order to stimulate debate.
“The report highlights many salient points and critically identifies the glaring lack of response to some of
the recommendations made over the years, particularly by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD),” he pointed out. “However, the evaluation is based mainly on the review of existing
policy documents and does not question the frameworks expressed, thus potentially limiting the context.”
“By being dominantly locked into inputs based on current documents, while limiting its international exposure
(apart from the governance issues), the review committee paid little attention to identifying ‘gaps’ in the
current framework, but rather focused on repositioning the current status,” he said.
Comins acknowledged that the report stressed a number of important issues, including the lack of a central
policy-making platform; the limited level of coherence and co-ordination in the NSI; and the importance of
involving the private sector and business, especially (Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), in the whole
innovation landscape. “Crucially, the report also recognises the fact that ‘innovation’ is not ‘research’ but a
much broader concept,” he said.
Regarding the processes followed in drafting the report, Comins pointed out that the review committee was
dominated by university academics. “Despite the frequent statements in the review of the importance of
industry and business, lip service was paid to this in the committee and the selection of interviewees,” he said.
“Ways need to be found to engage business (for the economic and human capital aspects) and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) (for the social objectives) to gain wider inputs into the proposed NSI structures and
objectives, before implementation plans are developed,” he emphasised.
Comins pointed out that, despite specifically indicating the need to move away from the ‘linear model’ and
the direct link of local R&D with innovation, many of the recommendations dominantly address enhancing
the research environment. “More of the same will not meet the objectives of the NSI expressed in the White
Paper,” he said.
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In conclusion, Comins emphasised that innovation is not restricted to science and technology or R&D. “New
structures are needed to develop and drive the policies, and we need to see more leadership from industry
and business in the NSI. Crucially, we also need facilitators to link the various actors in government, industry,
and the knowledge and research institutions.”
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Education: It is of critical importance that the education system be stabilised, and enabled to deliver.
There was support by participants for the proposal that education should be a strategic service, as the
foundation of the country’s development.
Attracting students to postgraduate studies: Bursaries should be attractive enough for students to stay
for postgraduate studies.
Absorption of postgraduates: We have to make concerted efforts to develop and support new industries
from R&D, and industry needs to become more research-intensive and employ postgraduates. Multiple
proposals are needed and we have to consider existing instruments and whether they are working or not.
Higher education institutions: Universities should track their alumni. Universities of technology are very
important to innovation. Human capacity development requires more constructive interaction.
Institutions in the National System of Innovation: We need fewer, more empowered institutions rather
than more fragmentation. A review of the mandates of sciences councils is required to address gaps and
overlaps. Organisations should not be restructured without the employed researchers knowing the reasons.
Nature of innovation: Social innovation is important. As a community we would like to see more thought
about making communities decision makers in their own lives. Innovation is more about human relationships
than SET. Social scientists should be more active in innovation, since it relates so much to culture.
Facilitators in the NSI: Successful NSIs (e.g. Finland) appreciate the need for facilitators between the role
players. Neutrality is the characteristic of a good facilitator; they listen to both sides and try to find neutral
ground. Constant feedback from all parties is required during facilitation.
Measurement of innovation: The South African Innovation Survey shows South Africa to be among the
most innovative countries in the world, and these results are met with scepticism. Innovation is not just
introducing new things to a company but getting new products and services to the market. South Africa
should not benchmark its innovation only with OECD countries (which is what the Innovation Survey
does), but develop some unique questions for the survey.
SKA as an example of innovation: The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is an example of good leadership;
involvement of government (national, provincial, and local), business, international players and researchers
pulling together.
Grand Challenges: The five Grand Challenges identified by the DST are not necessarily the most pressing
challenges facing South Africa. We have to use innovation to tackle South Africa’s real grand challenges
(e.g. food security).
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Issues for Follow-Up
The following matters were flagged for follow-up:
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
43rd Plenary
The 43rd Plenary Meeting was held on 7 June 2013 in Gauteng, and focused on Science and Technology in
relation to the National Development Plan (NDP) and the Minister’s Science Budget Vote speech.
One of the Commissioners of the National Planning Commission in the office of the Presidency, Dr Jennifer
Molwantwa, spoke on the role of SETI in the NDP. The Minister of Science and Technology, Mr Derek Hanekom,
delivered a keynote address on this year’s Science Budget vote. The CEO of the South African Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (SACCI), Mr Neren Rau, brought the voice of business to the discussions of the day.
A media release was issued on 13 June 2013, which highlighted the following:
Role of SETI in National Development Scrutinised
A range of key role players in government and the private sector discussed the role of SETI in national development.
During an interactive session with delegates, Minister Hanekom discussed the 2013 science budget vote and
its implications. He reiterated that there had been no reduction in the science and technology budget for the
coming year, which he sees as recognition of the good work being done by the DST and other role players in
the science and technology sector. Hanekom briefly touched on a few of his department’s flagship projects:
• The construction of the 64-dish MeerKAT will be completed by 2016. Almost R2 billion has been given to
the SKA project over the medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF).
• An additional R400 million has been allocated in support of South Africa’s postgraduate bursary programme
in the last year of the MTEF.
• The Bioeconomy Strategy has been finalised and will be presented to Cabinet for approval. The strategy
is designed to amalgamate South Africa’s experience, expertise and competitive advantages to create a
worldclass biotechnological system of innovation. Over the MTEF period more than R400 million has been
budgeted for the implementation of the strategy.
• A total of 139 research and educational sites have been connected with high-speed networks through
the South African National Research Network (SANReN), virtually eliminating the digital divide between
urban and remotely located institutions. The DST will invest about R600 million in the next five years to
more than double the international bandwidth of SANReN.
• The DST is investing more than R100 million over the next two years in the titanium industry development
initiative, through the Titanium Centre of Competence hosted by the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) and officially launched on Friday, 7 June. A key activity is the development of a novel,
low-cost process for the production of titanium metal powder, which will provide South Africa with a
global competitive advantage.
• The rationale behind the South African Research Chairs Initiative is to strengthen research capacity and
leadership at South African public universities by attracting established researchers from abroad and
from industry into Higher Education Institutions and retaining those already in the system. To date, 154
research chairs have been created, with 118 of those already filled.
• The Centres of Excellence (CoE) Programme, established in 2004, currently boasts nine Centres. Calls have
gone out for an additional five CoEs, in the 2012/13 financial year.
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In conclusion, Hanekom emphasised that, alongside ambitious projects such as the SKA, science and
technology should be employed to address pressing socio-economic challenges, such as education and
access to clean water.
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Dr Molwantwa provided an overview of the NDP proposals in the areas of higher education, science and
technology, and South Africa’s transition to a low-carbon economy. She pointed out that the poor quality
of basic education for Black children would be addressed, among others, by establishing an early childhood
development programme involving the Departments of Health, Education and Social Development. Other
aspects identified for attention include performance-linked rewards for teachers, coupled with competency
assessments, training and support; re-establishing the Dinaledi Schools, with a focus on maths and science
education; establishing functional school management systems; and improving school infrastructure.
Referring to tertiary education, Molwantwa said that South Africa suffered from an “inverted pyramid” where
the majority of school leavers aim to get into university, instead of also considering Further Education and
Training (FET) colleges and artisanships. The NDP proposes re-establishing the FET/artisan colleges as trade
training systems for school leavers, which would facilitate entrepreneurial opportunities and an increased
intake of unskilled people.

The NDP also proposes the establishment of a job fund/youth wage subsidy to support those looking for
employment, and encourage employers to take on additional people. In addition, the sector education and
training authority (SETA) system should be used as a springboard to train new employees, or retrain existing
employees. Relaxing the labour laws, making it easier to hire and train people and allowing them to exit the
system as empowered employees, would also increase employment opportunities.
To achieve a proper return on government’s investment in higher education, the NDP proposes increasing
the number of PhD staff members, graduate output, postgraduate qualifications (essential skills), and PhD
and research output. Molwantwa also pointed out that the NDP promotes alignment of research institutes
to address national challenges, while respecting their autonomy and competitiveness. Additional proposals
include a focus on the development of cleaner technologies; protection and improved management of South
Africa’s water resources; and focused R&D on crops of the future (biofuels, climate-resilient crops) and HIV/
AIDS and other diseases.
Molwantwa said the NDP also proposes that South Africa should capitalise on its competitive advantage in
mining engineering (as world leaders in deep mining and the reclamation of mine dumps). Also earmarked
for attention is the development of climate-change resilient technologies (solar, wind and water, and coastal
and marine technologies).
According to Molwantwa, the NDP recognises that mineral wealth exploitation in South Africa has historically
disregarded environmental sustainability. Future development has to take place in a sustainable manner with
minimised impact on the environment, while maximising the benefit to the country and its citizens. The NDP
emphasises the need to protect South Africa’s natural resources (particularly our adjacent oceans, the long
coastline, soil, water and biodiversity).
Regarding South Africa’s transition to a low-carbon economy, Molwantwa said the NDP recognised that the
country could not do away with coal-derived energy overnight; the plan therefore emphasises the need for a
mixed-energy strategy and a gradual shift towards a low-carbon economy. This would include investment to
support a competitive renewable energy sector, and “decoupling” the economy from the environment by breaking
the links between economic activity, environmental degradation and carbon-intensive energy consumption.
Neren Rau, CEO of the SA Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SACCI), in turn discussed the impact of the
proposed Business Licensing Bill on SMEs. He pointed out that SACCI’s business confidence index fell to 90.4
in May 2013; in addition, South Africa fell from 50th (2012) to 53rd position on the International Institute for
Management Development’s World Competitiveness Scoreboard in 2013.
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To illustrate the negative impact of red tape and onerous regulations on business growth in South Africa, Rau
pointed out that, according to the 2012 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Report, the new business ownership
rate in South Africa averaged 3%, compared to the 15% average for sub-Saharan Africa. In addition, South Africa’s
“total early-stage entrepreneurial activity” was down to 7.3% in 2012, from 9.1% in 2011 and 8.9% in 2010.
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
According to a recent SACCI survey, the annual cost of red tape to SMEs is close to R79 billion. Rau pointed
out that SMEs spend an average of 4% of turnover on red tape, with the most costly/ frustrating issues being
identified as tax administration (specifically the time-consuming and costly nature of the administration of
business tax, and poor service provided by SARS), mandatory regulations, labour issues (the overly burdensome
disciplinary process), Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and municipal issues.
Rau emphasised that SACCI fully supported the objectives of the Business Licensing Bill (to promote a culture of
transparency, accountability, compliance and sustainability; set essential norms and standards in the licensing
of businesses; and promote economic development through a standardised regulatory framework). However,
he expressed concerns regarding blanket licensing, and the broad powers given to a range of officials. There
was also concern that sections of the Act may trump existing laws, and that licensing authorities were not
required to notify applicants of unsuccessful applications. In addition, the lack of oversight for inspectors
could contribute to corruption.
Issues for Follow-up
The feedback from the meeting was captured as follows and will be lobbied with the relevant government
departments:

National Development Plan
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Public participation and the meaningful involvement of the broader scientific and industrial/business
community in finding solutions to problems are crucial to the successful implementation of the NDP at
all levels.
The NSTF should intervene by bringing together industry and the FET colleges in order to find a solution
to the problem that the FET colleges provide inadequate education and produce inadequately trained
engineering students who are unemployable in the industry.
The current and historical culture of passivity needs to change to one of active citizenry in all areas of
everyday life in South Africa.
It is important to look at what we are able to achieve and at the NSTF’s role in achieving the targets of the
NDP implementation plan.
Partnerships (between government, industry and science) are essential if problems are to be addressed
appropriately and successfully.
The current system provides bursaries for the best undergraduate scholars but does not support their
post-graduate studies. Companies (or entities that provide bursaries) need to be more flexible.
The National Planning Commission was still open to receiving input on the NDP and NSTF members are
encouraged to raise their voices and write to the Commission.

Proposed Business Licensing Bill and the Impact of Red Tape on Businesses
•

•

•
•
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Entrepreneurship and SME development were being inhibited by the increasing burden of red tape that
undermined their capacity to operate. In order to grow the economy and create jobs, economic stability,
policy certainty (a single message from government) and reduced red tape were necessary.
Various Acts (Biodiversity Act, the National Health Act and the Consumer Protection Act, as well as the
proposed Business Licensing Bill) present numerous obstacles towards the emergence of biotech companies
in South Africa.
South Africa can play a very important role as a technology developer and in bringing technology to
fruition. However, initiatives have been hindered by government red tape and similar frustrations.
South African industries are conservative about venturing into new technologies. Industry should become
involved in a partnership with government and academia that is willing to take risks.
Substantial reticence was experienced in terms of South African businesses engaging with businesses
from abroad.

Minister Hanekom’s speech
•

•

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) challenges: It was necessary to prepare more detailed
ICT implementation plans and look at the infrastructure and other requirements. More technicians, more
human capital and more research are necessary in order to move towards fully embracing a digital era.
Science and technology and Land reform: There are success stories of projects working in partnership.
Multifaceted land reform would limit failure.

•
•
•
•

One of the challenges of implementing the NDP involved alignment of all government departments with
a holistic future for the country.
The role of science centres in education and teacher development should be enhanced.
Science and technology must be able to contribute towards making the economy more competitive, with
an emphasis on innovation, and should make a difference in peoples’ lives.
Work done in the DST entities would have to address socio-economic challenges and provide solutions
to help government address the challenges this country faces.

The afternoon session of the meeting honoured the outstanding contributions of the finalists of the 2012/13
NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards as announced by the Chairman and Head Adjudicator of the Awards Adjudication
Panel, Mr Denis Hunt and personally congratulated by the Minister.
A short AGM was held during which NSTF members appointed a new Chairman for the period 2013/16, Prof.
Muhammad Ali Dhansay of the South African Medical Research Council (MRC), to take over from the retiring
Chairperson, Prof. Brenda Wingfield, who successfully served the NSTF since 2007. Prof. Wingfield will continue
to serve on the Executive Committee as Immediate Past Chair.
Prof. Muhammad Ali Dhansay, MBChB, DCH, MMed (Paed), FCPaed, is Director of the MRC’s Nutritional
Intervention Research Unit. He is a paediatrician and child health specialist, and has extensive experience
in nutrition in general, and paediatric nutrition and micronutrients in particular. He is Immediate Past VicePresident: Research and Acting CEO of the MRC.
Global health research, research integrity, human rights, and ethics, are particular interests of Prof. Dhansay.
He has been with the MRC since 1986. He is Extraordinary Associate Professor in the Division of Human
Nutrition and external lecturer in the Department of Paediatrics and Child Health, at Stellenbosch University.
Prof. Dhansay has served on advisory committees for the provincial and national departments of health. He
is a member of the Council of the Nutrition Society of South Africa, the SA Paediatric Association, the SA HIV
Clinicians Society, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the World Public Health Nutrition Association.
He served on the Editorial Board of the SA Journal of Clinical Nutrition; and was chair of the International
Union of Nutritional Sciences SA National Board; a member of the Advisory Board of the SA Cochrane Centre;
and President of the International Life Sciences Institute of SA. He was a member of two Academy of Science
of South Africa Consensus Panels, namely, Nutrition, HIV/AIDS and TB and Improved nutritional assessment of
populations and individuals, with a key focus on six key micronutrients.
He was a member of the Executive Committee of the Grand Challenges in Global Mental Health initiative, as
well as immediate past executive member of the Global Alliance for Chronic Disease (2010–2012).

AWARDS AND PROGRAMMES

Celebrating, Recognising and Rewarding Excellence within the SETI Sector
The 15th NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards (3rd year in partnership with BHP Billiton) was held on
27 June 2013, with the theme being Biotechnology, in honour of the 60th anniversary
of Watson and Crick’s discovery of the DNA molecule’s double helix structure. The
Soweto Opera Quadro entertained the audience with its diverse repertoire ranging
from classical, opera, classical jazz, African jazz, and afro pop, to contemporary music.
The event was followed on 8 July 2013 by the launch of the current round of the Share
‘n Dare Programme with winners, and a radio interview on Radio Namaqualand with
the Executive Director.
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The NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)

Quality and Reach of the NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards
The NSTF manages all aspects of the annual NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards, made possible by the collaboration of
diverse organisations in the SETI community, in terms of sponsorship, attendance, nominations and publicity.
These awards honour and celebrate outstanding contributions to SETI and have been in existence for 15 years,
producing a total of 149 outstanding winners.
In 2011, the NSTF welcomed BHP Billiton as a five-year co-branding sponsor of the annual NSTF Awards. This
allows the NSTF to continue covering the annual costs of the awards, to maintain the high standard it has set
over the past few years, and to expand its outreach to the youth as part of the awards effort.
Demographics of award winners over the last five years (2007–2012): Of the 48 Individual Winners, 35% were
Female, and 50% were Black.
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The NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards this year again attracted a significant number of nominations, and the intersectoral NSTF adjudication panel, after due deliberation, selected 41 finalists from 89 nominees, and finally
selected 12 winners who were announced at the awards gala dinner.
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Unfortunately our patron, Minister of Science and Technology, Mr Derek Hanekom, was unable to preside
over the awards, but kindly arranged for Minister in the Presidency: National Planning Commission, Mr Trevor
Manuel to stand in for him. The NSTF and the audience were delighted to welcome Minister Manuel to the
event for the first time and to hear his address.
Mr Manuel’s inspiring words included: “While these awards recognise excellence in science, technology and
innovation, they also celebrate the ultimate goal behind using science, which is to address real socio-economic
challenges and make a significant and lasting difference in people’s lives.” The NSTF agrees with the Minister
that recognition of this stature and prestige is important in building a knowledge economy as explained in
the Innovation Strategy of the DST.

The Brilliants Programme for Future Innovators
Top results in Grade 12 do not guarantee success, and many school leavers and even graduates struggle to
find appropriate work and direction in their lives. This is not only a concern of the NSTF, but is shared among
many professionals across various sectors of our economy. We want to encourage students to complete their
studies as far as they possibly can (preferably up to PhD level), and to find their way into one of the many
interesting and fulfilling positions in the NSI.
The purpose of the Brilliants programme is to identify, recognise and nurture talent from the school education
sector and to expose these ‘brilliant’ young people to the professional research environment through the
NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards gala event. The programme aims to encourage these talented young people to
realise their full potential, take up careers in SET, and assist them by providing career guidance and support
through bursaries to enable them to study further.
The NSTF hosted the top 18 Grade 12 achievers in mathematics and physical science in 2012, currently studying
in various SET fields and at various universities across the country, at this year’s Awards Gala Dinner. Male and
female students from each of the nine provinces were selected to attend the event. At the Awards ceremony,
Dr Rocky Skeef of the National Research Foundation (NRF) (the management agency for the Technology and
Human Resources for Industry Programme (THRIP) programme, which is an initiative of the dti), announced
THRIP bursaries for two of these top youngsters. The NSTF also strives to assist those students still seeking bursary
support, and encourages them to continue with their chosen field in SET studies and to pursue SET careers.
On the day of the Awards dinner, the NSTF invited several speakers from the SETI community to make these
brilliant youngsters aware of the various career opportunities available to them and the importance of personal
and professional development. The speakers addressed the following topics:
• How to discover your career path and prepare for the workplace;
• How to develop your personal life by acquiring life skills (self-development, assertiveness, time and financial
management, planning for the future, etc.);
• Opportunities for science graduates; and
• Challenges faced by young graduates and how to overcome these.
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The day after the Awards Gala Dinner, the Brilliants students were treated to an excursion to the visiting Body
Worlds Exhibition, at Sci-Bono Discovery Centre in Newtown.
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
Share ‘n Dare Programme
Community Outreach and Awards Publicity Campaign
As expressed by Minister Manuel and the incoming Chairman of the NSTF, Prof. Dhansay, South Africa needs
more ambassadors like the NSTF-BHP Billiton Award winners. They set targets for themselves to achieve their
goals, contribute to research and development, as well as to the development of South Africa, and are role
models for the youth.
Each year, the NSTF-BHP Billiton Award winners are given the opportunity to profile their specific field of
expertise to the youth of South Africa by participating in a variety of activities. These include motivational
speeches and special lectures at universities, talks at science centres as well as community or campus radio
interviews throughout the country.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the 2011/12 NSTF-BHP Billiton Award winners who selflessly
offered their time and expertise to share their knowledge with the scientists, engineers, technologists and
innovators of the future. These activities are monitored and analysed by the Medical Research Council’s Web
& Media Technologies Unit.
A key objective was to investigate how effective Award Winners were in clarifying the sciences in their
respective fields and explaining career and research opportunities. Award Winners excelled in meeting these
objectives as students and learners across the country rated their explanation of research opportunities at
79%. Clarification of sciences was rated by students at special lectures at 99%, at motivational speeches during
university orientation days at 92%, and by learners at science centre talks at 92%. Career opportunities were
rated by students at special lectures at 66%, at motivational speeches at 95% and by learners at science centre
talks at 91%. These outcomes were compared to qualitative data on students’ and learners’ perceptions, which
confirmed better insights, understanding and appreciation of the winners’ fields of study.
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Read the full Community Informatics reports on www.nstfawards.org.za and also view our archive of videoand podcasts of these lectures and talks along with activities of past winners.
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YOUTH OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
DST Incentive Bursary Scheme
This is the 6th year since the inception of the Incentive Bursary Scheme of the DST, with the NSTF as the
programme’s implementing agency. The scheme is part of the DST’s Youth into Science Strategy, providing
financial assistance to academically deserving students who are interested in pursuing a career in SETI-related
fields. Out of last year’s 35 students, 13 graduated and in 2013 we have 22 students (15 male and 7 female)
in the scheme which is in the process of being phased out by the DST.

Name
Marisane Thobejane
Athanaseus Ramaila
Macaera Kock
Joannize Olga Finck
Donna Paulse
Johannes Motubatse
Nyiko Ndhambi
Nhlanhla Dube
Tutu Tonny Mavimbela
Maubane Mahudu
Sameera Hasrod
Nikita Vala
Matsobane Khalo
Sibusiso Nkosi
Thabang Lebea
Tryphase Sadiki
Malebo Maboko
Selebogo Segatlaka

Institution
University of Limpopo
University of the Free State
Stellenbosch University
Stellenbosch University
University of Cape Town
University of Cape Town
University of Cape Town
University of Pretoria
University of Pretoria
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand
University of the Witwatersrand

Degree
BSc (Computer Science and Mathematics)
BSc (Astronomy)
BSc (Electrical and Electronics)
BSc (Molecular Biology)
BSc (Mechanical Engineering)
BEng (Mechanical and Computer Engineering)
BEng (Electrical and Computer Engineering)
BSc (Chemical Engineering)
BEng (Mining Engineering)
BSc (Chemical Engineering)
BSc (Chemical Engineering)
BSc (Chemical Engineering)
BSc (Geology)
BEng (Aeronautical Engineering)
BEng (Mechanical Engineering)
BSc (Electrical Engineering)
BEng (Mining Engineering)
BSc (Computer Science)

Four students are at Universities of Technology namely Victor Thulari (TUT), Mandla Nhlapo (CUT), Susanna
Maria Roets (TUT) and Tshegofatso Masilela (UJ). Ms Masilela had completed her training and is currently
doing her last subjects, while the other three students are doing in-service training.
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We acknowledge students who have performed extremely well academically by giving them laptop computers
as a token of encouragement for their hard work in their first year of study. During the period under review
the best performer prize was given to Maubane Mahudu who obtained the highest average in all his subjects.
Students on the scheme are as follows:
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Executive Director’s Report (continued)
The NSTF takes great pride in these students, as they are proof that, coming from financially challenged
backgrounds, the programme has helped them to achieve their academic goals.
The Incentive Bursary Scheme is being evaluated by an independent consultant, so that the lessons learnt
can benefit the DST and those managing similar programmes.

Science Bursaries Portal
The Science Bursaries website (www.sciencebursaries.org.za) and database is an NSTF initiative, which was
initially jointly funded by the DST and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) in South Africa.
The aim of this exciting web portal is to act as a “one-stop shop” for talented learners and students who are
interested in pursuing a career in science, engineering and technology, but do not have the means to access
tertiary education. The web portal acts as a source of information on career guidance in SETI related fields
and provides an interface that youngsters can relate to – inspiring them to realise their dreams.
The portal is regularly updated with information on bursaries in circulation, as well as stories on role models
and mentors. Profiles of young and inspiring people, such as some of the NSTF-BHP Billiton Award winners,
Brilliants Programme awardees, and the DST Bursary holders, are posted on the website. The website is
marketed by mention in most materials published by the NSTF, brochures, branded stationery, at talks by
Award winners, and at career exhibitions or expos.

Young Science Graduate Programme
During the past six years, the NSTF has come across many graduates with science, engineering and technology
qualifications who have struggled to find suitable jobs. The NSTF, in collaboration with the South African
Graduate Development Association (SAGDA), launched an initiative to advise unemployed SET graduates
and provide them with an opportunity to network and access information.
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The 2nd Young Science Graduate Programme was held on 25 September 2012 in Gauteng. The first intervention
(held in August 2012 and reported in the previous Annual Report) was attended by 75 young SET graduates,
35 of whom returned for the 2nd meeting in September. The 2nd meeting focused on Personal and Professional
Development, an introduction to Entrepreneurship, and Work Readiness. Both meetings were evaluated using
questionnaires. 52 graduates responded to the first evaluation questionnaire, with 59.6% of them rating the
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gathering as “excellent”, and 28.8% rating it as “interesting and useful”. They indicated that in future they
would like more guidance on:
• Information of internship opportunities – 34%;
• Advice on writing CVs and doing interviews – 28%;
• Information on opportunities for volunteer work – 19%;
• Advice on identifying personal strength and interest – 18%;
• Information on postgraduate study opportunities – 18%;
• Information on other opportunities, courses, training, etc. – 18%;
• Advice on starting a business – 16%; and
• Personal and professional development – 10%.
They particularly appreciated the session on how to build a CV and write a covering letter when applying for
employment. One participant wrote: “Such programmes are good initiatives to revive the drive and focus
among unemployed graduates”; and “It is a great opportunity because now we have been exposed to such
we were not.” Criticism of the intervention was that graduates are only looking for jobs, and thus are not
interested in the alternatives put forward at the meeting. Suggestions included: “Try and co-operate with
other companies related to our qualifications to come and speak to us (Eskom, Adcock Ingram, SAB Miller,
the National Health Laboratory Service, etc.)”.
Most of the participants at the 2nd meeting (30 of 35) returned the questionnaires. In general they gave positive
ratings to the various sessions of the day. The highest ratings went to the CEO of SAGDA, Mr Thamsanqa
Maqubela. In future they would like to hear more on the following topics:
• Advice on writing CVs and doing interviews;
• Advice on identifying personal strength and interest;
• Information on internship opportunities;
• Information on other opportunities, courses, training, etc.;
• Information on opportunities for volunteer work; and
• Advice on starting a business.
Comments from participants included: “Presenters enlightened us and we had the opportunity to interact
with them; especially on writing CVs and doing the interview session”; and “Keep up the good work for South
Africa’s future.”
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COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS – WEBSITES, NEWSLETTERS AND SET POLICY BRIEFS
All three websites: www.nstf.org.za, www.nstfawards.org.za, and www.sciencebursaries.org.za are maintained
and updated regularly (at least once per week). The two newsletters NASTEF (for general SET news) and Awards
e-news (for the NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards and related outreach activities) were both distributed monthly to
our database of more than 6 000 addresses. A SET Policy Brief newsletter was circulated in March 2013 which
focused on the Draft Protection of Traditional Knowledge Bill.

Jansie Niehaus
Executive Director
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proSET Sector Report
proSET, Professionals in Science, Engineering and Technology, is a sector of the NSTF
consisting of Professional Bodies and Learned Societies. proSET represents more than 40
organisations/institutes/associations who themselves represent professionals in various
specialised SETI fields. Notable among the membership are professionals in various branches
of engineering, as well as educators specialising in science, technology and/or mathematics
education and research.
The first proSET President’s Forum was held on 16 August 2012 in Gauteng, focusing on
various cross-cutting issues of interest to the Professional and Learned Societies. This Forum
brings together presidents, chief executive officers, executive directors, chairpersons and
representatives of all professional organisations, bodies and learned societies in the fields
of SETI that are members of the NSTF.
Topics discussed at the first proSET Presidents’ Forum included graduate empowerment,
professional mobility in SET, the new South African Council for Natural Scientific Professions
(SACNASP) and issues of registration of professionals, the South African Institution of Civil
Engineering (SAICE’s) Candidate Academy that supports graduates on the road to professional
registration, the role of the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA), and Green Building
regulations.
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The programme included the following speakers:
• CEO of the Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services Sector Education and
Training Authority (merSETA), on skills for the manufacturing and engineering sectors;
• ECSA’s President, Mr Cyril Gamede, on ‘The State of Engineering in South Africa and the
role of engineering associations’;
• Dr Rodney Milford of the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), on ‘Green
Construction in South Africa and the Regulations & Standards for Green Construction’;
• Council for the Built Environment (CBE), on ‘Registration of professionals including
Accreditation and Codes of Ethics’;
• SAICE on ‘Career development and career paths for professionals’ – A model of how to get
graduates into the system (Candidate Academy – a joint programme between Consulting
Engineering in South Africa (CESA) and SAICE);
• Prof. Stephanie Burton, Vice-Principal: Research and Postgraduate Education, University
of Pretoria (also immediate Past Chairman of proSET) on ‘Encouraging mobility of
professionals’; and
• SACNASP, on its role in the SETI community.
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Discussion of proSET business included the transfer of the Associated Scientific and Technical
Societies Trust funds under the custodianship of the NSTF, which is ringfenced for the use of
proSET for projects consistent with its mandate.
Most participants found the proSET Presidents’ Forum “very interesting and useful”. Particular
appreciation was expressed for the CIDB talk on Green Building regulations, SAICE on Career
Paths for Professionals, and Prof. Burton on Encouraging Mobility of Professionals.

It was resolved to schedule an Annual General Meeting for October, to elect the first Executive
Committee for the revived proSET.
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Topics about which the participants would be interested to hear more include governance
issues for associations, SET related policy issues, and green technology.

Mr Ralph Gunn
proSET Chairman
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Science Councils and Statutory Bodies Sector Report
The Science Councils and Statutory Bodies Sector is one of the NSTF sectors with representation
on the Executive Committee of the NSTF. It comprises the following Science Councils and
Statutory Bodies:
• Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf );
• Agricultural Research Council (ARC);
• Council for Geoscience (CGS);
• Mintek;
• Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR);
• Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC);
• Medical Research Council of South Africa (MRC);
• National Research Foundation (NRF), including the South African Agency for Science and
Technology Advancement (SAASTA);
• South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) Design Institute;
• South African Council for Natural Scientific Professions (SACNASP);
• Water Research Commission (WRC).
These institutions play a critical role within the South African National System of Innovation
(NSI) by undertaking or funding scientific research that informs policy and promotes economic
development in the country, and initiating and developing innovations and technologies
aimed at improving the standard of living for South Africans.
The Science Councils and Statutory Bodies Sector is a membership sector of the NSTF.
It promotes and extends communication and collaboration among statutory research
organisations, and provides platforms for sharing information among its members, and with
other membership sectors of the NSTF.
The sector committee consists of representatives from each member organisation, and meets
three to four times a year to discuss cross-cutting issues. The main purpose of the committee
is to promote communication and collaboration, and to organise the annual symposium. The
Science Council Sector has put in place plans to ensure that some of its recommendations
are discussed by the Committee of Heads of Research and Technology (COHORT) as the key
decision makers in the sector. The NSTF’s electronic newsletter is used as a platform to share
upcoming initiatives in each of the member organisations.
In September 2012, the Science Council Sector organised a symposium entitled “Green
Technologies, Innovation and Collaborations”. The symposium was held over two days, at
Mintek in Johannesburg and attended by approximately 70 delegates from government
departments, academia, the private sector, research institutions, state owned enterprises,
media and embassies. Speakers addressed the following topics:

• BIOMASS TO LIQUID PLANTS
(Prof. Diane Hildebrandt, University of the Witwatersrand)
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Prof. Hildebrandt said the challenge was for stakeholders to use combined technology,
research skills and expertise to benefit South Africa and Africa, and particularly to improve
the quality of life of people. In order to supply cheap and renewable electricity and fuel, new
feedstocks need to be considered, and new technologies should be developed to utilise
such feedstocks. Government should assist in funding research up to demonstration phase.
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• OVERVIEW OF GREEN TECHNOLOGIES POLICY LANDSCAPE
(Dr Henry Roman, DST)
Dr Roman introduced the ‘Water–Energy–Food nexus’ saying that a failure to recognise
the consequences of one sector’s actions on another could lead to notable inefficiencies
in the system.

• THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS PERSPECTIVE
(Ms Mapula Tshangela, DEA)
Ms Tshangela spoke about the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)’s global change research plan
and environment sector thematic strategies which are divided into three tiers (national strategy, sector
framework and thematic strategies).

• OUTLINE OF THE ADVANCED LINGO-CELLULOSE CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES
(Prof. Emile van Zyl, University of Stellenbosch)
Prof. Van Zyl presented an outline of the advanced lignocellulose conversion technologies that were being
developed at the University of Stellenbosch, and their potential role in sustainable bioenergy production.

• THE IMPORTANCE OF DESIGN AND STANDARDS
(Ms Willa Breed, SABS)
Ms Breed explained that standards development looks at three pillars: economic, environmental and
socio-economic well-being. In the development of standards, policy integration should be increased, and
there is a need to work together with industry and government departments.

• POST-COP 17 GREEN AGENDA
(Mr Chris Moseke, WRC)

• THE EFFICACY OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN SUBSIDISED HOUSING IN
SOUTH AFRICA
(Dr Llewellyn van Wyk, CSIR)
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Dr Van Wyk’s presentation outlined a CSIR design for building subsidised houses and said that the development
and application of innovative technologies can demonstrably improve quality of life, contribute to sustainable
human settlements, and assist government in meeting national imperatives at no, or relatively low, additional cost.
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Science Councils and Statutory Bodies Sector Report (continued)
• GREEN TECHNOLOGIES AT MINTEK
(Mr Paul Brereton-Stiles, Mintek)

• GREEN TECHNOLOGIES AT THE COUNCIL FOR GEOSCIENCE: TOWARDS
NATIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR CARBON MANAGEMENT
(Dr Frédéric Doucet, CGS)
Dr Doucet described carbon capture and storage, which is a clean coal technology.

• GREEN TECHNOLOGIES AT THE SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR ENERGY
CORPORATION (Necsa)
(Dr Jaco van der Walt, Necsa)

• GREEN TECHNOLOGY IN CSIR
(Dr Linda Godfrey, CSIR)
Dr Godfrey said that some of the challenges the group faced, in terms of technology development in
the pollution and waste space, was that there was not much R&D investment and funding available for
early stage research.

• THE SOCIAL ASPECT OF GREEN TECHNOLOGY
(Dr Jacqueline Borel-Saladin, HSRC)
Dr Borel-Saladin said that green technology did not automatically mean high-tech. She argued that in
poorer areas, lower-tech and more appropriate solutions were necessary, and there was a need for a
diverse range of solutions.

• TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES AT NACI
(Dr Ntsane Moleleki, NACI)

• LOW CARBON CITIES AND LOW CARBON
TECHNOLOGIES
(Ms Zarina Moolla, ASSAf)
Ms Moolla said ASSAf’s study on moving towards a low carbon society,
focusing on the city of Durban, resulted in 12 high level recommendations
for the city, one of which was to ensure a shift towards a greener economy.
It is critical for government to work closely with academics, so that policies
are based on scientific advice. There has been no formal study or report
that considered green technologies in South Africa.

• FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR GREEN TECHNOLOGY
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(Dr Gansen Pillay, NRF)
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Dr Pillay concluded his presentation with the following remarks:
- An extensive audit of R&D investment into green technologies,
innovation and collaboration is required;
- The South African Research Chairs Initiative (SARChI) is an excellent
vehicle to drive research in green technologies;
- South Africa needs to consolidate all green technology activities and
consider the establishment of a Centre of Excellence (CoE) in green
technologies; and
- Peer-reviewed publications in high impact journals must be increased
to establish South Africa’s contribution.

• THE TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AGENCY (TIA)
(Zukile Zibi, TIA).

• THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (IDC) APPROACH IN
DEVELOPING GREEN INDUSTRIES
(Mr Raoul Goosen, IDC)

• PRESENTATION
(Ms Cecilia Kinuthia-Njenga, United Nations Environment Programme)
Ms Kinuthia-Njenga spoke about the UN’s GEO-5 Report. GEO-5 called for more specific targets, with
quantifiable results, across a broader range of environmental challenges. Data gaps made it difficult to
measure progress towards goals in key areas. The GEO-5 report noted that linking environmental data with
national statistics helped to place the environment at the heart of national priorities and policy making.
Emerging issues requiring attention included accelerating the sound management of electronic and electrical
waste (e-waste) and the challenges of endocrine-disrupting chemicals; plastics in the environment; open
burning; and the manufacture and use of nanomaterial. International co-operation is essential. Scientists
need to come up with technology solutions and drive policy changes.

• PRESENTATION
(Mr Mahlodi Tau, South African National Biodiversity Institute)
Mr Tau said that sound ecological infrastructure is key for improved services, urban and rural job creation,
disaster risk management and climate change.
Summaries by Dr Rambau and Ms Niehaus, for the NSTF, included the following:
• The enablers of green technologies:
- Clear policy directives;
- Increased investment in R&D (Suggestion: an additional Government tax incentive for green technologies?);
- Encourage dialogue between scientists and policy makers;
- Innovative R&D and technology;
- Government and R&D partnerships; and
- Involve the community.
• Mapping and analysis of the policies that relate to green technology:
There are at least 20 policies that are relevant to green technology, and these need to be mapped.
• An audit of green technology R&D:
Collaboration would help to ensure that the complex processes in creating a green economy are managed
efficiently. An indicator system for green technology would be useful. There should be high-level
communication among government departments with regard to funding.
• Skills and knowledge for a green economy.
- An audit of the waste that could be used as biomass:
- Greater consumer knowledge of standards, and greater consumer demand for standards and research,
relating to safety, health and quality.
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Dr Takalani Rambau
Chairman: Science Councils and Statutory Bodies Sector
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Corporate Governance
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There are currently seven directors on the Board of Directors of the Section 21 Company as reported in
the full audited statements available on request. Six Executive Committee (Exco) meetings were held from
1 April 2012 to 31 March 2013, of which the number of meetings that each member and director attended is
listed in brackets next to their name below. There were six Directors present at five of the meetings, and five
Directors present at the last meeting. Thus all meetings were attended by a majority of the seven Directors.
The members of the Exco, including those representing the constituencies of the NSTF, are:
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Prof. B Wingfield
NSTF Chairperson and
Director of Company
(6/6)

Ms J Niehaus
NSTF Executive Director &
Director of Company
(6/6)

Mr D Hunt
Business Sector: SACCI &
Director of Company
(4/6)

Dr P Mjwara
Government: DST
(represented by
Mr I Ramovha)
(1/6)

Mr D Kramer
NGOs and Civil Society:
Sci-Bono Discovery Centre
& Director of Company
(6/6)

Ms K Dilotsotlhe
NACI (represented by
Ms Z Roberts)
(3/6)

Prof. J Malherbe
Higher Education Sector:
HESA & Director of
Company
(4/6)

Prof. L Cornish
Higher Education
Sector: University of the
Witwatersrand
(1/6)

Mr R Gunn
Professional Bodies and
Learned Societies, ECSA
(1/6)

Dr WvZ de Villiers
State Owned Enterprises:
Necsa & Director of
Company
(4/6)

Dr T Rambau
Science Councils &
Statutory Bodies: ASSAf &
Director of Company
(5/6)

Mr J Marriott
Immediate Past
Chairperson
(0/6)

Mrs W Eksteen
NSTF Office Manager
(ex-officio member)
(6/6)

Mr S Mafokoane
Secretariat
(ex-officio member)
(6/6)

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
The NSTF is a broad stakeholder forum, representing over 100 organisational members, in six distinct sectors.
The organogram following reflects the sectors and the approximate number of members per sector.

NSTF Members*
Government
(10)

proSET
Professional Bodies
(40)

Young Science
Graduates (200+)

NSTF

Business
(20)

Science Councils/
Statutory Bodies (10)
Higher Education (18)

Civil Society
(20)

NSTF Awards:
Winners, Finalists &
Nominees
(100 p.a.)

Incentive Scheme
Bursars (35)
Brilliants
programme: Top
learners & schools
(18 p.a.)

* Approximate number of members per sector in brackets.

Each member organisation is represented at the bi-annual Plenary Meetings of the NSTF, by official representatives
appointed by the organisations themselves. The six sectors elect representatives to the Executive Committee,
which meets approximately seven times a year. Members of the Executive Committee are not remunerated
for their service. The Annual General Meeting is held in October during the Plenary Meeting.

HUMAN RESOURCES
The secretariat consisted of eight staff members for most of the period under review: the Executive Director,
Office Manager, Outreach and Events Manager, Database and Content Manager, Committees Secretary,
Human Resource and Financial Assistant Officer, and Administrative Assistants (x2). The roles are clearly
defined in job descriptions and performance agreements. The Office Manager is also the Financial Manager,
and supervises the office as a whole.
The secretariat is assisted by two science graduates participating in the National Youth Service Programme
(which is now implemented by SAASTA under the NRF).

Employee Demographics
The eight members of the secretariat consist of four females and four males; two white females, two black
females, and four black males (thus 75% black or historically disadvantaged). The two NYS volunteers are two
black women. Therefore the breakdown for the 10 people serving the NSTF office at year end is as follows:
80% black, 20% white, 60% female and 40% male.

The purposes of the staff retreat are to train and develop skills among the staff, work together on strategy
and planning, and, in the process, build a strong team to carry out consistently high quality work throughout
the year.
This year, each staff member was required to research a membership sector of the NSTF, present an overview
of the sector, and propose a way forward for the recruitment drive. Presentations were prepared and presented
in PowerPoint, and for some staff members this was the very first time they had prepared such a presentation.
These detailed proposals now constitute the plan for the office in terms of membership recruitment.
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2nd Staff Retreat: 23–25 January 2013
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Abridged Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2013

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2013
2013
R

2012
R

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Equipment

131 167

140 858

7 354 989
9 703
234 056
7 598 748
7 729 915

9 945 787
114 626
346 938
10 407 351
10 548 209

65 418
1 227 122
1 292 540

65 418
3 479 496
3 544 914

6 266 294
90 052
81 029
6 437 375
7 729 915

6 674 035
256 214
73 046
7 003 295
10 548 209

Current assets
Other financial assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Funding contributions
Accumulated surplus

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Total equity and liabilities

Statement of Comprehensive Income for the year ended 31 March 2013
2013
R
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Revenue
Other income
Operating Expenses
Surplus/(shortage) from operations
Investment revenue
Deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive deficit for the year
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2 486 888
91 850
(4 945 550)
(2 366 812)
114 438
(2 252 374)
(2 252 374)

2012
R
2 974 274
640 298
(4 649 132)
(1 034 560)
252 202
(782 358)
(782 358)

Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2013
Funding
contributions
R

Balance at 01 April 2011
Deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income

Total comprehensive deficit for the year
Balance at 01 April 2012
Deficit for the year
Other comprehensive income

Total comprehensive deficit for the year
Balance at 31 March 2013

65 418
65 418
65 418

Accumulated
reserves
R
4 261 854
(782 358)
(782 358)

Total equity
R
4 327 272
(782 358)
(782 358)

3 479 496

3 544 914

(2 252 374)
(2 252 374)

(2 252 374)
(2 252 374)

1 227 122

1 292 540

Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended 31 March 2013
2012
R

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from members and sponsors
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash used in operations
Interest income
Finance costs
Net cash from operating activities

2 382 625
(4 748 072)
(2 365 447)
114 438
(2 251 009)

4 192 613
(4 974 916)
(782 303)
252 202
(530 101)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Sale of financial assets
Net cash from investing activities

(44 930)
2 590 798
2 545 868

(87 894)
2 119 195
2 031 301

Cash flows from financing activities
Movement in other financial liabilities
Net cash from financing activities

(407 741)
(407 741)

(2 370 150)
(2 370 150)

Total cash movement for the year
Cash at the beginning of the year
Total cash at end of the year

(112 882)
346 938
234 056

(868 950)
1 215 888
346 938
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2013
R
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ARC
ASSAf
BEE
CBE
CESA
CGS
CIDB
CoE
COHORT
CUT
CSIR
DAFF
DEA
DST
ECSA
Exco
FET
HESA
HSRC
ICT
IDC
IKS
merSETA
MRC
MTEF
NACI
NCRI
NDP
Necsa
NGO
NPC
NPO
NRF
NSI
NSTF
NWU
OECD
ORIP
proSET
R&D
SAASTA
SABS
SACCI
SACNASP
SAGDA
SAICE
SANReN
SARChI
SET
SETA
SETI
SKA
SME
THRIP
TIA
TUT
UJ
UN
UNESCO
WRC
YSGP

Agricultural Research Council
Academy of Science of South Africa
Black Economic Empowerment
Council for the Built Environment
Consulting Engineering in South Africa
Council for Geoscience
Construction Industry Development Board
Centre of Excellence
Committee of Heads of Research and Technology
Central University of Technology, Free State
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Environmental Affairs
Department of Science and Technology
Engineering Council of South Africa
Executive Committee
Further Education and Training
Higher Education South Africa
Human Sciences Research Council
Information and Communication Technology
Industrial Development Corporation
Indigenous Knowledge Systems
Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services Sector Education and Training Authority
South African Medical Research Council
Medium-Term Expenditure Framework
National Advisory Council on Innovation
National Council on Research and Innovation
National Development Plan
South African Nuclear Energy Corporation
Non-governmental Organisation
Non-profit Company
Non-profit Organisation
National Research Foundation
National System of Innovation
National Science and Technology Forum
North-West University
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Office for Research and Innovation Policy
Professionals in Science, Engineering and Technology
Research and Development
South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement
South African Bureau of Standards
South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry
South African Council for Natural Scientific Professions
South African Graduate Development Association
South African Institution of Civil Engineering
South African National Research Network
South African Research Chairs Initiative
Science, Engineering and Technology
Sector Education and Training Authority
Science, Engineering, Technology and Innovation
Square Kilometre Array
Small and Medium Enterprise
Technology and Human Resources for Industry Programme
Technology Innovation Agency
Tshwane University of Technology
University of Johannesburg
United Nations
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Water Research Commission
Young Science Graduate Programme
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